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LHA Hounslow is MJP’s third project 
for the LHA, a charity which provides 
accommodation on a flexible and 
affordable basis in London. It provides 
107 single en-suite rooms, shared 
kitchens for 8-9 residents and a range 
of shared communal facilities. A café/
workspace is also provided, integrating 
the Hostel into its immediate community.
 
The site
The site has a number of constraints. 
It lies directly beneath the Heathrow 
flightpath and sits alongside Steve Biko 
Way and Staines Road, leading to high 
external noise levels. The external 
appearance of the building has been 
carefully designed to respond to these 
conditions without compromising natural 
light levels throughout the building.

An existing Hotel sis on the site 
pre-dating Steve Biko Way which 
subsequently cut through a neighbouring 
site. Its exposed gable, not conceived as 
a street frontage, creates a bleakness 
and  lack of activity along Steve Biko Way. 
A new development, with a re-orientated 
primary elevation, offers a fantastic 
opportunity to re-engage with, and 
greatly improve the public realm.

Internal and external communal 
facilities
Shared facilities have been carefully 
located to encourage their use and 
to foster a sense of  community. Key 
internal shared spaces are twinned 
with external terraces, creating more 
attractive internal environments and 
giving increased prominence to the 
external terraces. The prime area of the 
building, on the top floor, is given over to 
a large shared common room, allowing 
each resident access to a south facing 
roof terrace with fantastic views south 
towards Twickenham.

Energy efficiency and sustainability
Due to the harsh external environment 
it was necessary to use mechanical 
ventilation. However, through the use 
roof mounted ASHP’s and PV cells, 
energy efficient systems and a highly 
insulated envelope the proposals 
achieve an overall improvement of 
regulated emissions of more than 63%, 
well in excess of building regulations, and 
will achieve BREEAM Excellent. 
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01.  LHA Hounslow
02.  Reception/ Lobby Lounge
03.  Typical bedroom layout, view from easy chair
04.  Aerial view of LHA Entrance
05. Rooftop Common Room
06. Street view of LHA Entrance (Overleaf)
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“   LHA began its journey to develop quality affordable co-living 
accommodation with MJP Architects over twenty years ago. We 
continue this relationship with our latest project in Hounslow”

         Tony  Perkins,  Chief  Executive,  LHA  London


